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Maggie Martin 

Female Friendship in E.D.E.N. Southworth’s The Hidden Hand as a Symbol for the 

Dialogue between Female Reader and Writer  

“The enclosed web of domesticity guaranteed that the struggle of the writer would constitute an 
extension of the struggle of the woman…” -Mary Kelley, “Private Woman, Public Stage: 

Literary Domesticity in Nineteenth-Century America” 
 

As literature serves an essential role in voicing societal critiques, it is given that the 

publication of written work should incorporate writers from varying backgrounds to highlight a 

multiplicity of opinions and further advance conversations. The differentiation of voices in the 

literary world brings challenging discussions to the forefront, such as the fair treatment of 

historically oppressed groups, and it is the work of these bold authors that can reshape public 

opinion and encourage the underrepresented to rise against their oppressors. Despite the 

prevailing resistance during the 19th century not to include female authors in discussions of 

appropriate female conduct in the American tradition, the few women able to achieve publication 

shattered prior barriers to write about the consequences of forcing girls into an entirely 

sentimental education. While many of the domestic stories written featured subtle critiques to 

guarantee publication, the depiction of negative results from a domestic education functioned as 

a rallying cry for American women to reconsider the restrictions to which they had succumbed. 

This power of the female novelist to express their personal frustrations towards the picturesque 

Victorian woman archetype and awaken female readers to their own subjugation ultimately led 

to a new definition of womanhood that refused to abandon femininity, yet resisted the heavy 

chains of complete sentimentality. 

The limitations placed on women during the 19th century led to an overwhelming demand 

for women to remain subservient to masculine authority figures and compliant with expectations 
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of religious rhetoric and behavior. These expectations limited female opportunities to strictly the 

performance of household work and household roles such as being a wife, a mother, and a 

homemaker. These restrictions were maintained through the prioritization of masculinity and the 

complete dismissal of femininity; rather, femininity was considered as weak, fragile, and 

unforgivably sentimental. Despite this dismissal carrying into all sectors of public life and 

dominating private interactions in the home, the massively popular work of female novelists 

during the 19th century achieved great successes for the development of increased female agency. 

Through showing women the previously unseen opportunities available to them and the 

dissatisfaction that complete female submission brings, female authors had the unique ability to 

voice both the benefits and oppressions placed on women and open a nuanced conversation on 

the future of femininity.  

It was this newfound capacity for female authors to speak directly to female readers that 

allowed for a redefined version of womanhood to emerge. This definition neither continues to 

lock women inside the cage of domesticity nor expects women to abandon the real joy domestic 

roles can bring, but it instead pushes for women to retain their moral and domestic authority 

while demanding more access to the public sphere, abolishing the idea of inherently masculine or 

feminine spaces. The work of E.D.E.N. Southworth in her novel The Hidden Hand perfectly 

captures the necessary blend of female assertion into public life and participation in domestic life 

without the element of submission to male figures, as evidenced by the female characters she 

employs. The failings of a traditional sentimental education are shown through the stagnation of 

the sentimental figure Marah Rocke as her powerlessness inflicts countless sufferings upon her, 

and this powerlessness is repeated throughout typical domestic ideology and any given 

conversation Marah holds with a male figure. In contrast, the interactions of the daring Capitola 
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Black and the pure Clara Day show glimpses of true female friendship and the powerful, 

effective form of womanhood the young girls’ bond forms. Clara and Capitola’s embodiments of 

recognizable, yet polarly opposite versions of womanhood and eventual shifts toward a middle 

ground mimic the conversations between female author and reader and show the undeniable 

power that exists in solely female conversations. This reformative capacity of female novelists 

writing to women and for women demonstrates an undeniable need for women to design the path 

forward for womanhood, effectively thwarting the male ability to define acceptable female 

boundaries or spaces in any era. 

Section I: Historical and Cultural Background 

Before demonstrating the pivotal need for female authors in the 19th century, one must 

understand the degree of restraint placed upon women at the time and why socially critical 

literature written by women was necessary. Due to the complete dismissal of female worth 

outside of the domestic sphere, Victorian women were forced into isolation and kept away from 

any traditionally male circles of influence such as business or legal practices. Instead of 

encouraging female participation in public life, women were expected to solely derive happiness 

from domesticity as “self-sacrifice and domestic submission were principles vaunted for women; 

self-determination was discouraged” (Dobson). As female worth was measured through the 

sacrifices a woman made to ensure the happiness of children and male figures in the home, this 

banishment to exclusively domestic life led women to fantasies of martyrdom. Women grew to 

connect their continual dissatisfaction as ensuring the happiness of those they were expected to 

serve, and female contentment became synonymous with household discord. These sacrifices 

encouraged pious women “to recognize love and compassion in the chastening paternal rod,” 

leading women to derive contentedness from domestic submission and isolation at the hands of 
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their patriarchal guides (Noble). Moreover, the dismissal of female happiness made women 

effectively powerless, and the slim authority given to them stemmed from a male expectation of 

female innocence and frailty. The only sphere of influence granted to women existed in 

mediating the moral values of society and redeeming the violence and cruelty present in public 

life, demanding women to appear as pure and devout. Women found rare moments of power in 

“[compensating]” for “the deficiencies of male culture” and “providing necessary moral ballast 

for American society” (Dobson). This demand to train women as beacons of piety and morality 

affected not only the lives of individual women, but the content of female writers’ work as well. 

 Female writers faced intense censorship placed on the content they could publish. 

Prominent male figures sought to limit most of these women to writing intensely sentimental 

literature or writing novels lauding the benefits of a domestic education, preventing 

revolutionary female thoughts from entering literary circles. Due to “severe and reiterated 

censure from the press, the pulpit and the populace at large,” most female novelists had to remain 

“silent on the controversial issues addressed by the women’s rights activists.” This silence 

prevented them from ever being “among the rebels” (Dobson). In addition, beyond the societal 

pushback against socially critical female writing, many female novelists became writers due to 

financial demands that necessitated another source of income, whether that be from the 

overwhelming economic burdens of motherhood or widowhood. Through this economic 

vulnerability, men known as Gentleman Publishers had the power of refusing to publish female 

writing that did not praise domesticity, traditional moral values, and existing gender inequalities, 

and many female writers’ economic disadvantages removed any possibility for refusal or blatant 

rebellion (Cruea). Preventing women from participating in the literary market in any genre 

beyond domestic novels was further ensured through critics offering more complimentary 
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reviews to traditional writing, and this multitude of economic pressures forced women to write 

stories that would pay rather than reshape reader perspectives. Many writers attempted to subtly 

embed social criticism within the domestic framework to achieve both financial success and 

messages of gender equality, yet to “[aim for a popular audience],” female writers “had to 

observe, at least superficially, essentialist rules for inscribing female protagonists and for their 

narrators’ attitudes towards their heroines’ adventures” (Harris). Without evidence of 

conforming to sentimental literary tropes, female authors would never have the opportunity to 

embed even hidden critiques in their work. Therefore, despite their possible brevity or 

subtleness, the small moments of resistance serve as radical calls that would not be ignored by 

female readers. 

However, for those few women who had an increased capability to break out of the 

confines of censorship, their work was viewed as incredibly subversive and as a direct attack 

against any performance of domestic work or the traits of true womanhood. Rather than dismiss 

these works as forgettable or miniscule in their impact, critics viewed more outspoken authors 

“as subversives, as promulgators of quasi-revolutionary manifestos with the expressed purpose 

of liberating women from their domestic captivity.” Critics argued that these women “deny the 

existence of positive and substantive elements in the domestic experience and thus in women’s 

experience” (Kelley). These critiques spread the assumption that female writers aimed to 

denounce all aspects of domestic life and necessarily push women towards an entirely public 

career. Yet while audiences typically thought of female writing as completely aligning with or 

rejecting a traditional domestic lifestyle, most authors like Southworth fell in the middle of this 

dichotomy. They praised the positive aspects of domesticity such as sincere religious faith and 

close familial bonds, and they critiqued the negative aspects such as reduced female authority 
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and limited decision-making power. However, before understanding the moments of small or 

large acts of subversion that female authors allowed themselves in their work, the illusion of the 

proto-typical domestic novel must first be considered to understand the subtle or obvious 

diversions from its model. 

The concept of the proto-typical sentimental novel can generally be embodied by the 

lessons of conduct literature. Suggesting that there are no moments of resistance present in 

conduct literature is an unfair mischaracterization as no work can perfectly fit with a strictly 

imagined model as produced through literary criticism. However, these works prioritized 

teaching women the skills of homemaking and emphasized only female subservience to male 

figures; these lessons make this domestic vision of a happy household possible, suggesting there 

are fewer examples of rebellion in conduct books than in works of other genres. These novels 

aimed to serve as “works of instruction for women” and “represented a specific configuration of 

sexual features as those of the only appropriate woman for men at all levels of society to want as 

a wife” (Armstrong). This lesson argues that the role of a wife is the highest honor a woman can 

attain, and restraining female behavior is desirable if it can ensure eventual domestic bliss. In 

addition to praising male dominance over women, these more traditional “sentimental narratives 

are an integral part of the doctrine of the separate spheres and that they consistently position their 

female readers and protagonists in the domestic realm” (Hendler). Although some authors offer 

readers a glimpse into the public realm such as Southworth’s creation of Capitola Black and her 

brazen adventures, these classically sentimental works limited female readers and characters to 

repetitive tales of domestic chores and activities, and they only discussed public or political life 

when depicting the actions of male characters, most notably noble patriarchs or immoral rakes.  
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Consequently, conduct literature may go beyond simply depicting the separate spheres 

ideology. These novels can further the “[delineation of] clear boundaries between men and 

women” and “[provide] more structure to the previously suggested gender norms” (Tompkins). 

Due to the role of conduct literature in advancing a narrow vision for an acceptable female 

lifestyle, these novels offer no real value in understanding the struggles of women during the 19th 

century (Armstrong). They instead show the plights of obedient, yet ultimately fictitious women 

who conform to expectations with impossible accuracy. Therefore, this empty narrative form of 

conduct literature evolves into domestic novels where the adoption of traditionally sentimental 

qualities masks the call for increased female political authority. Through playing out “fantasies 

of political power…within a domestic framework where legitimate monogamy – and thus the 

subordination of female to male – would ultimately be affirmed,” female authors could use 

literature as “an alternative form of political power without appearing to contest the distribution 

of power” (Armstrong). While the form of the domestic novel appeases the publishing world, 

critics, and proponents of submissive female behavior, the form can be manipulated to allow for 

more radical discussions between female authors and readers to create a newly imagined form of 

womanhood. Female authors can work within this oftentimes vapid framework to embed radical 

moments of social critique that signal to female readers that femininity must be redefined.   

While these novels can be misunderstood as entirely supportive of traditional gender 

roles if not closely examined, the discrete calls for female agency make domestic writers more 

radical than often considered. These novels and the typically hidden moments of rebellion within 

them distance these works from neatly being named sentimental, including more traditionally 

domestic examples like the Wide, Wide World and Lamplighter (Baym). Rather, they subtly 

“valorized women’s experience, encouraged readers to consider alternative possibilities, and 
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ultimately altered the social framework within which women’s ambitions could be received” 

(Cruea). Moreover, this encouragement for female readers to evaluate alternatives to feminine 

subservience makes the domestic novel into an “agent and product of a cultural change that 

attached gender to certain kinds of writing” (Armstrong). By distancing female literature from 

male literature, female novelists can introduce a specific language made solely for women. This 

unique conversation between female writer and reader removes male opinions from dialogues 

meant to renegotiate a preferred form of femininity. The newfound form must embrace female 

claims on power available in the public sphere with power available in the private sphere.  

The existence of these conversations in women’s novels also forgives moments that seem 

to accept eventual female subservience as these are merely meant to follow the domestic novel 

format. Yet while these stories may submit to the conventional domestic ending of marriage and 

religious submission, female readers can ignore the required reincorporation of domesticity in 

favor of admiring the moments of rebellion throughout the narrative. As expressed by Harris,  

“If a heroine creates an autonomous self and succeeds in impressing it on her society and 

her reader for six hundred pages, she has left convincing evidence that it can be done. 

The fact that she gives it all up upon marriage in the last twenty-five pages should have 

less of an impact on readers – especially readers themselves entertaining dreams of 

autonomy – than the fact that she succeeded…over time readers tend to remember 

protagonists’ extended quests for autonomy rather than their sudden, and fairly formulaic, 

renunciations.” 

Ultimately, the reincorporation of domestic tropes cannot overshadow the reality of women such 

as Capitola Black successfully participating in public spheres or asserting power over male 

figures. Female authors may incorporate conventional, sentimental plot devices to achieve 
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publication, but the dialogue between writer and reader transcends convention and translates the 

need for women to envision a new role for themselves. This dialogue can be illustrated perfectly 

with the role of E.D.E.N. Southworth as both a “writer and a reformer,” signaling her 

simultaneous appeasement of tradition and her undeniable call for change (Hudock). 

 As a single mother with an ill child and a completely inadequate salary for survival, 

Southworth turned to writing novels as a means of financial stability, and it is this need for an 

extra income that forces Southworth to incorporate traditionally domestic story elements. 

However, Southworth greatly enjoyed the ability to use fiction as a creative space for 

reimagining female authority, a welcome challenge against the apparent suffering of women 

around her. Despite “[peopling] her novels with displaced and abused women,” Southworth aims 

to “advocate” for “a dignified humanity for women” that appears only in her fiction. She may not 

have pushed for female authority as brazenly as the women’s rights movement of the time, yet 

she felt deep anger towards the unfair treatment of women in her life and wanted to push for an 

increase in female power (Dobson). Southworth makes a recognizable effort to develop “female 

protagonists who can rightly be called heroes rather than heroines, for they are active shapers of 

their own lives rather than passive participants in a system which infantilizes them” (Hudock). 

Furthermore, this increased female authority in her work can be evidenced by the fluid 

manipulation of gender roles. As Southworth toys with “masculine and feminine stereotypes in 

her writing, she revealed numerous irreconcilable elements packed with the complex and 

contradictory concept of gender” (Dobson). Although Southworth views fiction as an 

imaginative space to reconfigure gender roles and elevate the power of women in relation to 

male figures, her work is not limited to mere imagination.  
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In Southworth’s novel The Hidden Hand, the female figures dominate the plot and offer 

female readers glimpses into varying images of womanhood, and these glimpses allow readers to 

consider the limitations of the current image of womanhood and realize the ideal form for which 

to strive: one that combines the positive aspects of domesticity with the desired benefits of 

leading a public life. Southworth offers the classically sentimental figure of Marah Rocke as a 

clear representative of the failings of true womanhood. Rocke serves as a stagnant counterpoint 

to the fruitful relationship between Capitola Black and Clara Day. Southworth’s initial depictions 

of Capitola and Clara reveal the difficulty for women to find moments of power in male-

dominated spaces. However, it is the conversations and friendship between Clara and Capitola 

that symbolizes the dialogue between writer and reader, and it is this uniquely female dialogue 

that empowers young women both within the novel and outside of it, altering social perceptions 

of female strength and acceptable female roles. By providing evidence of the importance of 

female friendships and conversations, Southworth successfully advocates for a reimagining of 

womanhood and the need for female conversations, and these successes transcend the bounds of 

the novel to demonstrate the importance of 19th century women’s literature in pushing women 

forward towards true equality.  

Section II: Initial Depictions of Imperfect Womanhood 

 In The Hidden Hand, Southworth incorporates Marah Rocke as a recreation of the 

imagined “perfect woman” that conduct literature aimed to create, and Marah’s continual 

unhappiness throughout the story cannot be ignored as a severe warning against blindly 

following the dictates of tradition. Marah Rocke is first alluded to when Southworth introduces 

Old Hurricane, the primary patriarch of the novel and Marah’s estranged husband. During this 

expansive introduction about Old Hurricane, Southworth includes multiple paragraphs describing 
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his physical appearance and temperament, yet she only writes a single sentence mentioning 

Marah’s existence. Southworth briefly notes the prevalent rumor that Old Hurricane has, “in 

some obscure part of the world, hidden away from human sight, a deserted wife and child, poor, 

forlorn, and heartbroken” (8). As this description restricts the reader’s knowledge of Marah to 

mere public gossip and her role in relation to male characters, Southworth distances Marah from 

the action of the story and frames her as entirely dependent on the interest or disinterest of male 

figures, financially and emotionally in despair, and wholly removed from the events of public 

life. Moreover, in addition to this narrative suggestion of Marah’s social powerlessness, 

Southworth features a discussion between Herbert Grayson, Marah’s adopted son, and Old 

Hurricane regarding Marah’s character; most notably, this discussion occurs prior to the physical 

introduction of Marah into any single scene. Without Marah’s physical presence, Herbert and 

Old Hurricane enjoy the privilege of defining her character and relative social role, and Marah 

has no capability to reject or support their characterization of her. From the audience’s first 

introduction to Marah Rocke, Marah is cast as irrelevant to the workings of larger society and 

ultimately deferential to the males surrounding her. 

Upon their first meeting, Herbert attempts to relay to Old Hurricane the depth of Marah’s 

dire economic standing and his admiration of her high moral character, yet in the discussion, the 

men never think to include Marah’s name. Rather than name her as Marah Rocke, the men refer 

to her through a multitude of piteous titles: “Traverse’s mother,” “’the poor widow,’” the 

‘“struggling mother,’” and the ‘”noble woman’” (59). By Herbert and Old Hurricane excluding 

any hint at Marah’s identity, Southworth demonstrates male ease in defining women through 

their social and moral worth, yet Southworth also indicates that male characters find true female 

identities as forgettable in favor of discussing a woman’s worth as a domestic fixture. Marah is 
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depicted through her societal roles as a mother and a widow and through her morality, 

emphasizing her inner nobility. However, as seen through Old Hurricane’s inability during the 

conversation to recognize Marah as his former wife, these descriptions illustrate the 

commonality of similar discussions between men and the prevalence of these images of women. 

The conversation includes no recognizable characteristics that distinguish Marah from any other 

proto-typical domestic figure. And while this interaction may appear to fit with Southworth’s 

comedic flair by humorously excluding Marah’s name and subsequently advancing the plot, the 

eventual physical introduction of Marah and all her preceding actions do not contradict this bare 

description. 

 When first physically including Marah within the story, Southworth intentionally 

promotes Marah’s economic and household duties above all. Even prior to detailing her physical 

appearance, Marah is seen “before the fire, with her knitting in her hand…watching the kettle” 

and watching “the oven of biscuits that sat baking upon the hearth” (63). This homely description 

is then followed by a physical description of Marah and “her little form” with her hair “parted 

plainly over her ‘low, sweet brow,’…serious lips, closed in pensive thought…full of tender 

affections and sorrowful memories, and too often cast down in meditation,” all of which 

“completed the melancholy beauty” of Marah Rocke (63). These descriptions already frame 

Marah as an icon of feminine passivity and reveal Marah’s acceptance of her hardships 

(Carpenter). In combination with Marah’s quick acceptance of her economic burdens, the 

requirement that she singlehandedly provide for her son Traverse pushes her further into the 

trope of the sentimental seamstress. According to Lori Merish, the proto-typical sentimental 

seamstress is a female character overwhelmed by unmanageable economic pressure and on a 

path of “unrelenting, and devastating, decline.” She will face mounting financial pressures, and 
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her eventual end result within the plot is typically unhappier than her already bleak starting point. 

In addition to illustrating the economic hardships of the sentimental seamstress figure, Marah is 

“frequently seen gazing out the window and lost in dejection” which “clearly embodies the 

seamstress’s characteristic melancholy and meekness” (Merish). Marah accepts her economic 

devastation and the demanding role of a widowed mother without complaint since she connects 

her unhappiness with the prosperity of her son, Traverse. 

Marah’s commitment to Traverse and her ongoing hopes of regaining Old Hurricane’s 

affection embody the eroticism of male dominance, a consistent trope of the sentimental heroine. 

This eroticism entailed female figures gaining satisfaction in their lowered social position and 

agreeably following the dictates of men, believing that submission to the supreme authority of 

man would guarantee domestic and matrimonial bliss. Through the eroticizing of male 

dominance, women such as Marah felt the need to perform social roles meant to enhance the 

lives of men, as most notably seen through marriage and motherhood (Noble). These roles 

demand that Marah serve as a beacon of morality, religion, and nobility for Old Hurricane, 

Traverse Rocke, and Herbert Grayson, yet they additionally come with further compromises as 

Marah’s physical and emotional health rapidly deteriorate. As the sentimental heroine is 

supposed to embody “ethereal noncorporeality” and feminine “bodilessness” to illustrate her 

social worth, a woman being in good health physically indicated poor spirituality and therefore, 

poor performance of her duties (Noble). In accordance with this expectation, Southworth 

repeatedly illustrates Marah as pale, thin, faint, and trembling, culminating with Doctor Day’s 

evaluation that Marah’s great illness following Old Hurricane’s rejection is simply starvation. 

Doctor Day’s diagnosis that Marah’s “’body is slowly wasting from the want of proper 

nutriment, her heart from the want of human sympathy, her mind from the need of social 
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intercourse’” leads to his realization that  ‘“her whole manner of life must be changed if she is to 

live at all!”’ (106). Through this prescribed change in behavior, Doctor Day exposes 

Southworth’s argument that the lifestyle of the sentimental heroine is not only unsustainable, but 

that it is unfulfilling. A woman cannot find fulfillment through only the meager joy brought by 

enhancing the lives of husbands, sons, and male companions. Although Marah’s health is rapidly 

improved through the promise of further domestic work in the Day household and the implied 

promise that Marah will never abandon her sentimental ways, Marah represents the failures and 

the unhappiness characteristic of the sentimental lifestyle, and her misfortunes contradict nicely 

with the immense joy of Capitola through her entire rejection of sentiment or tradition. 

Similar to Marah Rocke, the young woman Capitola Black experiences financial 

hardships as an orphan in New York City due to the absence of a patriarchal figure, yet these 

childhood struggles lead Capitola to self-sufficiency and the development of a resilience and 

boldness only traditionally seen in male figures. As described by Alfred Habegger, 

“Southworth’s basic and brilliant maneuver, moreover, is to begin the novel with the old gothic 

machinery…and then to subvert the genre by introducing the street-wise and self-reliant female 

prankster.” Capitola develops her reputation as a trickster upon the absence of Nancy Grewell, 

Capitola’s guardian following Gabriel Le Noir’s murder plot. Capitola must learn to completely 

provide for herself, and while her naturally resourceful character should aid in her survival, 

Capitola quickly learns in New York City that she cannot survive without dressing as a boy and 

abandoning all traditional femininity for the sake of her disguise (Hudock). By explaining that 

there are no proper options for a young woman beyond “starvation or beggary” (44), Capitola 

highlights the absurdity of traditional restrictions on female work, and beyond the prospect of 

employment like Marah’s needlework, Southworth hints at other potential fates for women not 
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under the protection of a patriarchal guardian: beggary or death. Although Capitola resorts to her 

masculine disguise out of her instincts to survive, her disguise is met with legal ramifications. 

The strategic adoption of masculinity is effectively condemned by the legal system as an 

extension of assumed female subservience; Cap’s ability to accurately adopt typically male 

qualities represents a threat to the patriarchal regime and the unacceptable possiblity that 

gendered traits do not exist. 

Capitola’s convincing portrayal of masculinity demonstrates her intelligence and self-

suffiency, but her introduction to the legal sphere dismisses these qualities in favor of assuming 

female weakness. While Capitola explains her lack of viable survival options to the court, 

repeatedly outsmarts Old Hurricane both within the courtroom and while navigating New York 

City, and finds financial independence through her disguise, the court refuses to listen to her 

story until Old Hurricane demands the court “’treat her with the delicacy due to womanhood”’ 

(39) and offers to become her legal guardian. The first moment of compassion extended to 

Capitola within the court occurs after Old Hurricane advocates for her, and the court only grants 

Capitola her freedom after listening to the persuasion of another man. As her male disguise is 

permanently stripped away, Capitola faces a return of female powerlessness in the public sphere 

that cannot be shed. Although Old Hurricane’s desire to interfere on her behalf can be read as 

Cap’s manipulation of sentiment to convince him to help, she cannot advocate for herself, and 

her goals can only be reached through persuading a prominent man to carry them out for her.  

 Although this interaction could create a power dynamic between Capitola and Old 

Hurricane as one of a traditional patriarch and ward, Capitola’s fluid shift from masculine to 

feminine qualities influences Old Hurricane in her favor, and Cap instead learns for the first time 

that the adoption of feminine traits can effectively manipulate male figures. She learns that while 
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femininity naturally allows for less influence than her masculine disguise provided, she does not 

have to accept complete defenselessness. Capitola does not hesitate to imitate the behavior of 

Old Hurricane, as later seen through their similar language and actions, and this mimicry 

encourages Cap’s adoption of more masculine behaviors moving forward. As Kristen Pond 

compares Cap’s manipulation of gender to the simple donning and removal of gendered clothing, 

Capitola brings this ability to easily shift her behavior forward in the novel. Her strategic 

employment of both feminine and masculine traits continues beyond New York City and into the 

workings of Hurricane Hall and rural Virginia, and her fluidity proves its strength as she moves 

from the less strict social norms of the city into the rigid social expectations of the country 

(Merish). 

As Capitola faces the newfound challenge of “authoritarian autocracy” and the “perils of 

gothic mountain outlawry,” she cannot guarantee a continuation of her independence without 

adopting both feminine and masculine qualities (Habegger). When considering her performance 

of traditionally gendered behavior, Capitola distorts the division of gendered actions and words, 

as demonstrated through her performance of domestic work and mimicry of female 

submissiveness typically seen within the home. Following one of the many confrontations 

between Capitola and Old Hurricane, Cap begins to manipulate the expectation of female silence 

(Pond). By refusing to speak to Old Hurricane and consequently infuriating him, this anger 

indicates that the female submission many patriarchs request may not be as enriching for familial 

relations as female independence would be. Moreover, during her period of silence, Capitola 

begins to perform household tasks for the sole purpose of fulfilling the domestic education Old 

Hurricane demands. Capitola mends and prepares his clothes so that he may sleep more 

comfortably (121), yet as household work as only been performed thus far by Marah Rocke and 
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Miss Condiment, two women deeply embedded in domestic expectations for Victorian women, 

Capitola’s actions reveal her attempt to enrage Old Hurricane through showing the inevitable 

results of the education he hopes to enforce. The implementation of female submission frustrated 

Old Hurricane, and this rage reveals that a traditional domestic role for women does not 

guarantee domestic bliss or male satisfaction. In addition, following Capitola’s performance of 

feminine silence and household duties, she strategically begins incorporating sentimentality to 

demand greater respect outside of the home. 

As female entrance into public spaces led to the inevitable objectification of women, 

Capitola learns the power of sentimentality in warding off male advances, as seen through the 

dangers outside of Hurricane Hall. Although Capitola clearly adopts sentimental techniques 

during her trial in New York City by playing the poor, destitute, and female orphan, the greatest 

example of her sentimental manipulation occurs when the morally corrupt Craven Le Noir 

discovers Capitola alone on an afternoon ride. As Southworth strongly suggests that Craven will 

sexually assault Capitola if given the opportunity, Capitola must stay on her horse until she can 

safely return to Hurricane Hall, or she will find “no mercy” from Craven (115). Through 

pretending as if she is a delicate, foolish young woman who could not rest on damp or uneven 

ground (116-117), Capitola can mimic conventional femininity and escape a life-threatening 

situation by successfully evading Craven through his focus on her body rather than her wits 

(Landry). This interaction reinforces the reality of gender-based divisions based on physical 

appearances as Capitola faces the uniquely female threat of sexual violence by male figures, a 

possibility that never threatens any male characters (Carpenter). However, Cap’s clever adoption 

of Victorian femininity through feigned weakness and adoption of Victorian masculinity through 
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tricky plotting saves Capitola from the potential devastating fate of a weak sentimental figure in 

the same circumstances. 

These performances of sentimentality then demonstrate to Cap the possibility of 

manipulating Old Hurricane through feigning weakness and adopting heightened emotional 

states: both expectations for women inside and outside of the home. Capitola begins demanding 

that Old Hurricane treat her with greater respect by removing the “’heavy obligations”’ he 

imposes, and these bold demands are accompanied by Capitola being “choked with feeling,” 

blushing, and crying. Although Southworth immediately justifies Capitola’s actions by 

reinforcing that “the soul of Capitola naturally abhorred sentiment” and Capitola would be “sure 

to avenge herself by being more capricious than before,” Southworth also indicates that the 

performance of sentimentality is extremely effective in persuading Old Hurricane, a man who 

repeatedly verbalizes his hatred of sentiment. Capitola succeeds in swaying Hurricane’s natural  

compassion and tenderness in order to loosen the constraints placed upon her as a ward. The 

reality that Old Hurricane can be convinced through sentimentality whereas Cap cannot suggests 

that he embodies more traits of traditional femininity than Cap does (Carpenter). This possibility 

that the main patriarch possesses more feminine qualities than a young girl illustrates the absence 

of naturally male or female traits, and it further demonstrates that Capitola has posed herself as 

more similar to men by distancing herself from the behavior or feelings of other women. As the 

simple action of Capitola crying can “[move] Old Hurricane to his heart’s centre” (123), Capitola 

learns that the strategic use of sentiment can reclaim power in sentimentality and assert female 

control over even patriarchs, but she does truly allow herself a moment of weakness.  

While Capitola frequently adopts qualities of traditional femininity to alter power 

dynamics with male characters surrounding her, she additionally does not hesitate to mimic male 
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behavior when it benefits her. For example, despite Old Hurricane’s hopes that Miss Condiment 

could serve as a domestic and matronly advisor for Capitola, Cap instead finds her role model in 

Old Hurricane himself, a completely unsuitable choice for any young lady headed towards a life 

of domesticity. Capitola may understand the usefulness of femininity and the oftentimes unused 

power of sentimentality, but she repeatedly explains her hatred of sentimentality in her daily life. 

These comments clearly adopt Old Hurricane’s patriarchal language. As Old Hurricane describes 

himself as “’not sentimental, nor romantic, nor melo-dramatic’” (55), Capitola similarly does not 

view herself as sentimental and believes it is not compatible with her bold nature. This adoption 

of Old Hurricane’s language is then accompanied by Capitola’s looming presence within the 

household; the servants of Hurricane Hall “feared their tyrannical little mistress almost as much 

as their despotic old master” (189), reinforcing Capitola’s domineering presence in the home and 

aligning Capitola more with the patriarch than the domestic heroine. Capitola’s performance of 

masculinity eventually sways Old Hurricane, and he abandons his attempt to formally educate 

her. There exists a common understanding in Hurricane Hall that Capitola may effectively 

employ femininity when beneficial, yet she has truly learned from the actions of a patriarch and 

has grown into the “masculinized girl” (Habegger). Her enactment of masculinity and a 

traditional male role in the home has earned Capitola the respect and fear due to a patriarch, but 

it has cost her the benefits of a domestic life.  

Additionally, Capitola further pushes the boundaries of acceptable female behavior by 

resisting the call towards submission by religion. When still attempting to transform Capitola 

into a sentimental heroine, Old Hurricane requests the assistance of the Reverend Mr. Goodwin 

to try and tame Cap’s unruly spirit. However, as Capitola “thinks the restriction of her liberty is 

too heavy a price to pay for her protection and support” (175), Capitola resists the attempts of 
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Mr. Goodwin, and instead, Capitola mocks the Reverend so intensely that he encourages Old 

Hurricane to “’Thrash that girl as if she were a bad boy – for she richly deserves it!’” (185). By 

infuriating a church official, Capitola signifies an absolute unwillingness to change her behavior, 

and she highlights the unfair enforcement of traditional gender roles by the church. Capitola 

introduces the argument that the church further disadvantages women by restricting their 

behavior to the parameters of tradition, sentiment, and domesticity. Through Capitola’s 

resistance and Marah’s submission to religion, Southworth presents the controversial nature of 

Christianity within the text, and it will only be through the later friendship of Clara and Capitola 

that religion is employed without gendered restrictions. Moreover, Capitola contradicts the 

expectation that Christianity and domesticity will transform all women into tame figures like 

Marah Rocke. Yet while Capitola’s level of gender manipulation and mischief may appear 

impossible for female readers to emulate, her character offers a powerful account of what 

Victorian women can strive for, and her behavior opens up the possibility that a sentimental 

heroine in-training such as Clara Day can push against domestic teachings and redefine what a 

woman can become. 

When compared to the lengthy introductions of Marah and Capitola before interacting 

with the other main female characters, Clara Day is briefly introduced before interacting with the 

domestic advisor Marah Rocke and the adventuress Capitola Black. This scant description 

reveals that Clara’s path remains undecided, and the personalities of the women around her will 

greatly shape her character. Clara’s transition to womanhood runs along an uncertain path as she 

struggles to decide whether she will pursue a submissive form of womanhood like Marah Rocke 

or a radically masculine form of womanhood like Capitola Black. Upon the first description of 

Clara, she is illustrated as “one fair daughter, Clara, a girl of fourteen, then absent at boarding-
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school” (101). By first discussing Clara in relation to her time in school, Southworth suggests 

Doctor Day’s early push for Clara to receive an appropriate education for a young woman. 

Southworth poses Clara as a sentimental figure in the making, and therefore, her future likely 

holds a life of domestic work and servitude to the men around her.  

Furthermore, the physical introduction of Clara does not alter this image of her 

sentimental potential. Rather than expanding on the details of Clara’s personality, Traverse 

Rocke’s first meeting with Clara leads him to emphasize her physical beauty and an assumption 

of her angelic nature. Traverse describes how “the golden rays of the morning sun…fell 

glistening upon the fairy hair and white raiment of a young girl.” He portrays Clara as “a vague, 

dazzling vision of a golden-haired girl…with a voice sweeter than the notes of the cushat dove as 

she spoke” (129-130). Across these descriptions, Clara appears more ethereal than real, and her 

value is solely based on Traverse’s perception of her moral worth. As the words Clara speaks are 

neglected in favor of describing the pleasantness of her voice, Traverse sacrifices her personality 

in favor of admiring her appearance and her perceived moral character, qualities that are useless 

in explaining who Clara truly is. When considering that merely Clara’s presence immediately 

“calmed and steadied [Traverse’s] soul into a state of infinite content” (133), the expectation for 

Clara to grow into the moral center of the household and serve the male figures surrounding her 

strengthens. 

Accompanying Traverse’s illustration of Clara’s domestic potential, Clara views her 

future as wholly restricted to the home. Prior to Clara and Marah’s first meeting, the suggestion 

that Clara needs a domestic role model such as Marah implies that the only acceptable future for 

Clara is one of traditional domesticity. When speaking with Doctor Day about the possibility of 

hiring Marah as their new housekeeper, Clara explains that she eventually intends to be her 
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father’s “’housekeeper, but having spent all my life at a boarding-school, I know very little about 

domestic affairs, and I require a great deal of instruction’” (132). By framing Marah’s addition to 

the Day residence as solely a method of contributing to Clara’s household education, the 

understanding that Clara will become a sentimental heroine is absolute, and the early interactions 

between these women (prior to Doctor Day’s death and the meeting of Clara and Cap) 

establishes Clara’s story line as one of traditional femininity, similar to the trajectory of Marah 

Rocke.  

As the women begin to interact within the text, their respective positions shift due to the 

influences they have over one another. Without seeing the respective positions, failings, and 

successes of one another, the women would likely remain stuck, straining for rare moments of 

independence or forced towards sentimental paths. The friendship between Capitola and Clara 

prevents Capitola from being forced to wholly adopt masculinity to gain any modicum of 

decision-making power, and it prevents Clara from shifting towards a sentimental heroine’s life 

of unhappiness and continual decline as shown through Marah Rocke. The remedy for a society 

that perpetuates a deeply flawed form of female education or forces women towards masculinity 

to gain any power rests on allowing female conversations based on equality, rather than the 

passing on of outdated traditions.  

Section III: Change, Stagnation, and the Societal Ramifications of Both 

The influences of Marah’s teachings can be seen immediately as Clara’s acceptance of 

and performance of household duties increases. Despite Clara’s prior spoken interest in 

housework to better serve her father, the inclusion of Marah in the Day household directly 

correlates with Clara beginning to spend “many hours of the morning in Mrs. Rocke’s company 

learning the arts of domestic economy and considerably assisting her in the preparation of 
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delicate dishes” (139). These lengthy household chores occur at the same time as Traverse’s 

medical lessons, demonstrating that while Traverse as a young male figure furthers his 

education, Clara becomes further entrenched in a life of domesticity. Moreover, Clara goes 

beyond merely completing housekeeping tasks for the benefit of Doctor Day; she happily 

volunteers to perform “the most delicate needlework” to “aid in getting ready [Traverse’s] 

wardrobe” for his upcoming trip (203). Clara then surpasses only serving the men of the 

household by beginning to complete chores solely for Marah’s well-being. After learning that 

Doctor Day has promised Traverse her hand in marriage, Clara views Marah as her eventual 

mother-in-law, and therefore, she aims to increase her share of domestic work for the entire 

family’s comfort. As Marah intends to complete her daily tasks, Clara repeatedly begs to retrieve 

items for Marah and fulfill her every whim (220). This altered power dynamic between the 

women illustrates the level of success Marah has achieved in educating Clara. Clara now mimics 

the priorities of Marah by defining her worth to the Day household exclusively through the 

comfort she can bring them by performing domestic work and embracing feminine passivity 

(Carpenter). Moreover, as Clara’s behavior undoubtedly moves toward towards the behavior 

characteristic of a sentimental heroine, those around her alter their behavior to further assume 

greater weakness in Clara’s character, both physically and emotionally.  

Through the belief that Clara cannot maintain her health or high moral character without 

the guiding presence of a patriarch of domestic role model, Traverse, Marah, and Doctor Day 

recommend Clara follow their dictates without question and allow them to decide the course of 

her future, molding Clara into a powerless sentimental heroine. As they expect Clara to resign all 

decision-making abilities, they also encourage Clara to embrace her powerlessness through the 

deceptive comforts of religion. The severity of Clara’s lack of agency grows readily apparent 
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upon the interactions preceding Doctor Day’s death and the legal disputes following it. When 

Doctor Day is returned home following his fatal accident, the decision-making authority of the 

household immediately transfers from Doctor Day to Traverse rather than Clara. Despite Clara’s 

adoration of her father and pleas to Traverse for an explanation on what unfortunate events have 

unfolded, Traverse immediately encourages Clara to sit down as she is close to fainting, a 

behavior that parallels Traverse’s commandment for Marah to sit due to her grief following Old 

Hurricane’s rejection. He perceives Clara as incredibly weak as he tells her to “’compose 

yourself’” before seeing Doctor Day, or she will “’disturb him with this frightened and distressed 

face.’” Rather than allowing Clara to freely interact with her father, Traverse encourages Clara to 

“’offer a silent prayer to heaven to give you self-control’” (223). Traverse’s prior encouragement 

of Marah to calm her nervous behavior reappears as he attempts to regulate Clara’s responses, 

indicating the fear of female emotions and the unacceptability of women disregarding their role 

as the calming presence for men.  

Furthermore, in the brief instances Clara is allowed to visit Doctor Day rather than 

merely being commanded to pray for his health, her father comforts her with deeply Christian 

language. Doctor Day orders Clara that upon his death she must “’seek for yourself, dear child, a 

nearer union with Christ and God’” (230). These dictates indicate that others perceive Clara as 

physically weak and unable to handle intense situations, as well as being emotionally unstable 

and delicate. Whereas other characters may freely express their grief, Clara may only turn 

towards the private adoption of Christianity and action of individual prayer. After Doctor Day’s 

ultimate death, Clara attempts to lose herself in religion as demanded by her father, but her 

inability to control her grief leads Clara to “[struggle] with the sentimental trope of learning to 

sustain herself without compromising her lofty ethical standards,” the unreasonable standards she 
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has adopted from Marah Rocke (Habegger). Southworth includes these lengthy descriptions of 

Clara’s difficulty praying and controlling her emotions to reveal that while Clara may be heading 

towards the life of Marah Rocke and the social perceptions attached to it, she wildly strains 

against this future. 

In conjunction with her intense, yet socially unacceptable emotional turmoil, Clara then 

loses all independence upon entering the public sphere without the guidance of a patriarchal 

figure, and the teachings of Marah Rocke only perpetuate the outdated belief that female 

preference of male dominance is the best state for a young woman (Noble). Subsequently, 

Clara’s participation in guardianship battles between the Rocke’s and Gabriel Le Noir and 

participation in Orphan’s Court is almost entirely absent as Traverse speaks on her behalf, the 

eventual conclusion of the lessons for which Marah advocates. For example, when debating the 

nature of Doctor Day’s will and his desires for Clara’s future, Gabriel and Traverse speak in a 

separate room from Clara, so she has no feasible opportunity to voice her preferred living 

situation. This inability to express her desires demonstrates “Clara’s entire reliance on 

femininity” as learned from Marah’s teachings and how this reliance “leaves her in a weak 

position societally as she cannot advocate for herself.” After the dismal outcome of being placed 

under the guardianship of Gabriel Le Noir, Clara realizes that “to ultimately achieve her own 

happiness, [she] will need to develop more masculine qualities” (Carpenter), yet her domestic 

education’s avid discouragement of masculinity has left Clara defenseless. This realization forces 

Clara to reconsider the worth of her domestic education and abandon her path towards 

sentimental womanhood. Instead, Clara’s newly recognized need for increased social power and 

newly understood failings of her sentimental education pose her as the perfect student for 

Capitola’s tutelage.  
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As the sheriff at the end of the trial warns Clara will be a “’troublesome charge’” for the 

Le Noir’s (254), Clara’s bolstered courage and loss of passivity become prophetic upon her first 

interaction with Capitola. Capitola’s reckless and dangerously carefree attitude will also instantly 

change due to Clara’s moralizing presence. The young women waste no time in meeting as 

Capitola immediately plans to visit Clara upon learning of her existence, yet their characters are 

drastically altered following the brief meeting. Capitola charges into the Hidden House against 

all warnings, and she discovers a young woman in the throes of immense despair. She notices 

Clara “clothed in deep mourning,” and this appearance “so deeply impressed Capitola that 

almost for the first time in her life she hesitated, from a feeling of diffidence, and said gently: 

‘Indeed, I fear that this is an unwanted intrusion on my part, Miss Day’” (281). This moment 

serves as Capitola’s first lesson on an awareness of handling social situations delicately and with 

the appearance of manners. This polite behavior on the part of Capitola strongly contradicts her 

prior behavior, as demonstrated by her rude and demanding tone with Dorcas Knight 

immediately prior to meeting Clara. The young women instantly recognize themselves as 

opposites, but they appreciate the other and what qualities they offer, building to the change 

Capitola will have on Clara. This appreciation between the women continues to progress:  

As they spoke, the eyes of the two young girls met. They were both good physiognomists 

and intuitive judges of character. Consequently, in the full meeting of their eyes, they 

read, understood and appreciated each other. 

 The pure, grave and gentle expression of Clara’s countenance, touched the heart 

of Capitola. 

 The bright, frank, honest face of Cap recommended her to Clara. 
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 The very opposite traits of their equally truthful characters attracted them to each 

other. (282) 

When Clara and Cap admire these opposite qualities, Southworth illustrates an immediate bond 

between the young women that has been noticeably absent from all female interactions thus far. 

As the relationships between Marah and Clara and between Miss Condiment and Capitola 

consist of passing on traditional domestic knowledge, the friendship between Clara and Capitola 

involves one of genuine respect and admiration.  

This friendship mimics the bond between female writer and reader as Capitola and Clara 

discover the value of intimate, private conversations between women. Capitola and Clara do not 

attempt to educate the other with constraining messages of female subjectivity and domestic 

expectations. Therefore, the young women embody the power present between authors like 

Southworth who resist female submission and the women reading these subversive texts who see 

the newfound potential for female behavior outside the norm of conduct literature. As female 

novelists offered “hope to readers, let them know that there were other questing souls out there” 

(Harris), the meeting of these women reveals that they are not alone in their desires for equality, 

and it is this knowledge that draws them towards the conception of a new form of womanhood. 

The value of this resistance and the benefits of strictly female conversations further appear 

through the stagnation of Marah Rocke and the positive changes of Capitola and Clara. 

 The idea of stagnation can be embodied through the future of Marah Rocke, serving as a 

useful counterpoint to the lives of Cap and Clara. Without the benefit of witnessing positive 

female interactions that disregard domestic expectations, Marah’s character undergoes no 

changes as she maintains her dissatisfying household role. Following Clara’s absence and 

Traverse’s trip out west, Marah is seen once again in her small cottage alone working on her 
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needlework, experiencing severe depression. Southworth describes the unhappiness Marah feels 

through performing the role of a dutiful mother and housekeeper: “Marah Rocke sat by her 

lonely fireside” (321). Throughout the entirety of the novel, Marah maintains this lonely lifestyle 

without admitting the false promises of sentimental education. Rather than abandoning these 

expectations or bemoaning her life as a sentimental seamstress, Marah bears her unfortunate life 

circumstances and only experiences joy when Clara or Traverse reappear, demonstrating her 

view of herself as singularly useful as a motherly figure. Moreover, Marah’s honor is only 

redeemed upon Gabriel Le Noir’s death when he leaves a letter confessing his role in falsely 

corrupting Marah’s innocence (460). As Gabriel Le Noir alone possesses the power to rescue 

Marah’s reputation, Marah remains powerless to define herself across the entire work, and her 

dependence on the word of Gabriel places her as a victimized woman who “suffers from an 

inability to convince male authority figures to grant her narrative significance” (Stewart). She 

forever remains a forgettable and powerless woman stuck in the confines of the home. 

Her agency never increases, and she only achieves uninterrupted happiness when Old 

Hurricane chooses to honor their marriage. Yet even upon this reinstation of Marah’s honor as a 

wife and as a woman, her rekindled romance with Old Hurricane demands retaining her 

domestic, moralizing role. Marah readopts her role as the subservient wife who prioritizes the 

moral improvement of her husband above her individual happiness: “As the lion shall be led by 

the little child, Old Hurricane is led by the gentlest woman that ever loved or suffered, and she is 

leading him in his old age to the Saviour’s feet” (485). As this description of their marriage is 

devoid of details regarding how Old Hurricane serves Marah, Southworth reveals that Marah’s 

role as a wife has not changed from their initial union as she remains subservient, reserved, and 

solely valued for her work in the household. In comparison, Capitola and Clara spurn this 
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unfulfilling lifestyle in the pursuit of a redefined vision of womanhood that prioritizes female 

satisfaction.  

 In contrast with Marah’s stagnation, the changes Clara undergoes can be distinctly 

witnessed as early as her second meeting with Capitola. While Clara remains as “the same sweet, 

gentle and patient girl,” she begins withholding her inner thoughts for her own satisfaction, and 

she learns that the expression of or the withholding of emotion need not be performed for the 

comfort of others. Although Clara is “candid upon all other topics,” she remains “strangely 

reserved upon this subject” of her inner thoughts, and her progression towards independently 

expressing her grief without the Rocke’s guidance allows Clara to avoid the Christian 

expectations previously forced upon her (296). Furthermore, her implementation of Christian 

language changes from an act of feminine submission into a form of power over those around her 

through increased manipulation of religiosity. Similar to Capitola’s interaction with Reverend 

Mr. Goodwin, Clara employs religion to ward against the advances of Craven Le Noir. Craven 

attempts to embody the role of the patriarch by arguing that Clara requires “’extra vigilance and 

firm exercise of authority on the part of your guardians to save you from certain self-

destruction!,”’ yet this suggestion of female helplessness and the need for a male guardian no 

longer appeals to Clara. She instead deceptively explains that “’the Bible enjoins me to forgive 

injuries. I shall endeavor, when I can, to forgive you…and the only way in which you can make 

me forget what has just passed, will be – never to repeat the offence’” (299-300). Clara’s 

increased assertiveness, newfound manipulation of religious language, and disdain for her 

assumed female helplessness pushes Clara away from the prior teachings of Marah Rocke. Clara 

has embraced the boldness of Capitola, and her newfound courage allows Clara to follow 

Capitola’s scheme to free her from the Hidden House and a potential forced marriage. Whereas 
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the implication of loyal friendship and the boldness of both women to trade identities for the 

scheme are clear, the changes that extend beyond this plot reveal the power of equal female 

friendships even further.   

 Following her escape, Clara’s return to domesticity signals her changed level of 

confidence through her altered perception of the acceptable work young women can perform. 

Clara flees to Marah Rocke’s cottage and demands work to help the family thrive. As she 

previously completed housekeeping work to comfort and please those surrounding her, Clara 

now insists upon working to combat any assumptions of her physical or emotional weakness, as 

well as genuinely improving the economic status of the household. She questions, “Why should I 

not work as well as you and Traverse, mamma?...I say I have just as good a right to work as 

others.” By demanding to perform similar work to Traverse and Marah, Clara distances herself 

from the moralizing, yet frail figure of the sentimental heroine and resists her sentimental 

education in mere homemaking. She instead combats Marah’s expectation that Clara “’may play 

at work just as much as you please; but heaven forbid you should ever have to work at work!,’” 

indicating that her earlier domestic education never fulfilled a true economic benefit to the 

household. Rather, Clara fights against this dismissal of her ability to work by critiquing Marah’s 

hopes as “’a wicked, proud prayer.’” Upon her criticism of Marah’s plans for Clara’s future and 

repeated manipulation of religious language to achieve it, Marah notes that Clara “’must have 

contracted some of your eccentric little friend Capitola’s ways…I never before saw you in such 

gay spirits’” (326). As her matronly advisor notes Clara’s changed temperament after meeting 

Capitola, Clara’s increased level of assertiveness indicates her abandonment of feminine 

subjection through domesticity. Furthermore, while Clara still accepts the requirement that she 

contribute to the household through work and the promotion of morality, she finds power in 
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these typically feminine tasks by advancing a model of womanhood that incorporates some 

traditionally masculine traits and that serves no one but herself. 

 As Clara exhibits clearly observable changes in character through heightened (almost 

masculine) confidence and resisting claims of female weakness, Capitola changes through 

learning the value of femininity and realizing that embracing qualities of womanhood does not 

necessarily equal social powerlessness. Despite the narrative elevation of Cap’s carefree and 

madcap ways, Cap benefits from noticing the strengths of Clara: “Capitola being of a brave, 

hard, firm nature, had not the sensitive perceptions, fine intuitions, and true insight into character 

that distinguished the more refined nature of Clara Day” (354). The sensitive and insightful 

qualities of Clara inspire Capitola to reconsider her thoughts regarding religion and 

sentimentality, qualities that were previously employed by Miss Condiment and Old Hurricane 

in attempts to reduce Capitola’s patriarchal tendencies. Immediately following her first 

interaction with Clara, Capitola incorporates authentic religious language without a hint of 

manipulation or plotting. For example, she persuades Clara not to commit suicide to escape 

Craven’s advances, and she instead encourages her to flee through successfully using mischief. 

While this promotion of trickery easily aligns with the initial sketch of Cap’s character, her 

argument that “’suicide is never, never justifiable!’” as God “’is the only judge whether a 

mortal’s sorrows are to be relieved by death’” indicates a surprising incorporation of religiosity 

made solely to save Clara’s soul (305). Capitola advances no ulterior motive, and she only 

speaks with religious terms due to a devout belief in God, revealing a massive change from 

Capitola previously thinking religion was useful to now thinking religion is essential. Despite 

already demonstrating increased religiosity in her advice to other characters, Capitola further 

incorporates Christian ideas to regulate her own behavior.  
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 Capitola’s brazen behavior changes as she tempers her passionate, independent streak 

with Christianity and sentimentality. The most revealing example of Cap reigning in her urge to 

handle social situations with all brazenness and none of the delicacies necessary occurs when 

Capitola rejects Craven Le Noir’s proposal, and he subsequently attempts to ruin her good 

reputation. In her rage towards Craven’s rumors, Capitola pleas with her older male cousins to 

challenge Craven to a duel on her behalf. However, as the men refuse out of cowardice or 

laziness, Capitola opts to challenge Craven herself, defying all norms for women and initially 

removing herself further from all social proprieties. Yet as the duel rapidly approaches, Capitola 

has a change of heart as she engages in a “terrible battle between her own fierce passions and her 

newly-awakened conscience” (369). She opts to shoot Craven with peas rather than bullets only 

due to the “grace of the Lord acting upon my heart last night” (376); this decision reveals the 

newfound power of Christianity on Capitola herself. Capitola now believes in the Christian 

beliefs of the “redemptive potential of even the most reprobate persons” (Naranjo-Huebl). The 

influence of religion only begins after Capitola interacts with Clara and discovers a version of 

Christianity that does not promote the subjugation of women to advance a patriarchal scheme.  

Capitola learns that following a religion does not equate to female powerlessness, and she 

subsequently grows extremely devout, leading her to heightened displays of sentimentality. 

Capitola exhibits genuine emotion without ulterior motives as she cries upon Herbert’s departure 

and pities Craven’s deep unhappiness prior to the proposal (350-351). Moreover, she continues 

to embrace sentimentality following the ultimate capture of Black Donald as she feels 

compassion for his suffering, despite his continual attempts to kidnap and murder her (398). 

Capitola’s trickery results in Black Donald’s capture in the pit of Hurricane Hall, but Capitola 

feels only “horror” from the possibility of killing him, a fear that stems from “a Christian 
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concern for his soul.” Southworth extends her views through Capitola’s adoption of “American 

sentimentalism” that “was firmly grounded in New Testament Christian ethics of love, empathy, 

nonviolence, and a belief of the extension of God’s grace to – and, thus, the redemptive potential 

of – all human beings” (Naranjo-Huebl). Capitola now believes in the ability to improve the 

morality of others as well as herself without the requirement of female subjugation to do so. 

As these examples serve as a mere glimpse into Capitola’s increased incorporation of 

sentiment, Cap’s discovery of the benefits of sentiment and religion on improving herself, rather 

than on manipulating others, leads her to reconsider femininity itself. When Capitola must save 

herself from the final abduction plot of Black Donald, Cap bolsters herself with a simple mantra: 

“’Now, Cap, my little man, be a woman!’” (384). Capitola discovers the power of womanhood 

and learns that a brash, domineering stance will not always succeed. Instead, she must forgo the 

performance of masculinity and rely on her identity as a woman to attain the power she desires. 

Towards the end of the novel, Cap incorporates traditionally feminine traits but never allows 

herself to be conquered by the patriarchal Old Hurricane, the rakish Black Donald, or the 

matronly Miss Condiment. She learns through Clara’s influence that just as true womanhood and 

a complete sentimental education force women like Marah Rocke to intense unhappiness, total 

masculinity and the entire rejection of womanhood lead women away from the beauty of religion 

and the development of enriching, emotionally vulnerable relationships. Capitola can only grow 

into “a hero” when she “reveals her acceptance of her ‘feminine’ side, which then allows her to 

marry” and tempers her overwhelming use of masculinity, signifying Capitola’s final 

transformation (Hudock). 

Furthermore, Capitola’s eventual decision to marry Herbert Grayson serves as a surprise 

when compared to her initial independence and refusal to occupy a traditionally feminine role, 
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and Clara’s choice to marry Traverse Rocke can be mistakenly seen as submission to her 

patriarchal guardian. This nod towards the Victorian expectation of marriage, however, does not 

signify a final acceptance of domestic life. In contrast with Marah Rocke’s return to serving Old 

Hurricane upon the renewal of their vows, Clara’s changed personality when entering her 

marriage allows her to “administer to Doctor Rocke dignified curtain lectures; which no doubt 

did him good” (485). She embarks on a marriage of equality rather than servitude. Similarly, 

Capitola’s marriage appears at the end of the novel, “a brevity which suggests Southworth was in 

a hurry to conclude on conventional lines but not much interested in this plot development” 

(Hudock). However, Southworth notably mentions that “our Cap sometimes gives her ‘dear, 

darling, sweet Herbert,’ the benefit of the sharp edge of her tongue, which of course he deserves” 

(485). By briefly including a description of Capitola and Clara’s weddings, Southworth goes 

beyond appeasing the formula of the domestic novel; she demonstrates that a renegotiated 

version of womanhood does not prevent happy households or marriages. The young women 

succeed in gaining authority during their time as unmarried women and their futures as wives. 

This possibility illustrates that the benefits provided by domesticity of “family, love and 

leisure…the growth of sensibility, refinement of inner feeling, and a more active inner life” do 

not demand the sacrifice of masculine qualities or female independence (Fisher). Southworth 

undoubtedly proves to her reader that solely female conversations can lead to individual and 

household happiness through pushing the prior boundaries of womanhood and allowing for a 

blend of masculinity with femininity.  

The proto-typical sentimental novel asked female readers to accept unhappy depictions of 

female characters as the necessary end result for being a woman. The reader was “co-opted into 

participation in an experience from which she was explicitly excluded…required to identify 
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against herself” (Fetterley). Through the work of female authors like E.D.E.N. Southworth, 

women had the opportunity to engage in a dialogue and intellectual exercise that would allow for 

a reshaping of womanhood and the destruction of prior limitations. The massive popularity of 

The Hidden Hand and the overwhelming fascination with Capitola Black “[tapped] into 

something significant in the readers’ psyches.” While the novel did not receive any significant 

literary criticism until the 1980’s due to 19th century critics’ disdain for Southworth’s radicality, 

Southworth’s popularity at the time remains an undeniable fact (Naranjo-Huebl). Her popularity 

proves the audience’s frank desire for authors to write for them, express female frustrations, and 

help conceive a path forward for 19th century womanhood. By showing the revolutionary 

potential in female conversations through Capitola and Clara’s enriching friendship, Southworth 

and other sentimental novelists prove that singularly female dialogues can improve the standing 

of women. They make the case that the conventions of the domestic novel as a dialogue between 

reader and writer could be effectively employed as a rallying cry to move society closer to 

gender equality and away from the constricting representations of women seen up to this point. 

Consequently, the successes of female authors equal the successes of women.   
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